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Sex and Lies /  
Words of Honour 
Women from the Arabo-muslim world  
cry out for sexual freedom.
LEÏLA SLIMANI

Infos:
The essay:

PAGES 192

PUBLICATION 

September 2017  

The graphic novel: 

PAGES 104

PUBLICATION 

September 2017 

KEY POINTS:
› The voice of the 2016 
Goncourt-Prize winning 
author committed to 
fighting the hypocrisy 
of Arabo-muslim 
countries and their 
relationship to sex.

› A cruel and sensual 
dive into women’s  
daily life.

The author: 

Leïla Slimani is 35 years 
old. She is a French-
Moroccan journalist 
(Jeune Afrique) and a 
writer. Her first novel 
Dans le jardin de l’ogre 
(Gallimard, 2014) was 
shortlisted for the Prix 
de Flore. Her second 
novel Chanson douce 
(Gallimard, 2016) was 
awarded the Goncourt 
Prize in 2016.

Goncourt Prize 2016

The author’s awareness 
 After publishing Dans le jardin de l’ogre (Gal-
limard, 2014), Leïla Slimani went out on the road to 
meet the Moroccan women who had read her book. 
Travelling from town to town, she gathered testimonies 
depicting a society torn apart by attitudes that consign 
women to being either a virgin or a spouse. A society 
in which everything that it is outside marriage is disa-
vowed. The violent attack on the female star of the film 
Much Loved, followed in early 2016 by the lynching of 
two homosexuals, highlighted the profound malaise of a 
society torn between sex and lies.

‘Do what you wish, but do it in secret’
 From early childhood, girls and boys are 
brought up in a climate of shame that will condition 
them for the rest of their lives. Lying is the rule, on the 
proviso that honour, virginity and appearances are pre-
served. Officially speaking, all Moroccans are either 
virgins or married. The law punishes any form of trans-
gression. Heterosexual relations outside marriage: 1 
month to 1 year in prison.  Homosexual acts: 6 months to 
3 years in prison. Proven adultery: 1 to 2 years in prison. 
Abortion is illegal except in cases of rape. Transgressed 
on a daily basis, these laws give rise to private tragedies: 
clandestine abortions by the hundreds, lynchings and 
suicides. This institutionalised culture of lying engen-
ders violence, arbitrary treatment and intolerance.

Women claiming their right to a sexual freedom
 The women to whom Leïla Slimani spoke 
denounced this sexual deprivation as a tool of submis-
sion. A woman whose body is destined to fulfill a social 
role of this kind cannot play her full role as a citizen. 
The majority seek to emancipate themselves from this 
tyranny while feraing at the same time that this free-
dom may result in the collapse of traditional collective 
structures. It is a heart-rending personal conflict, but 
women’s rights are underpinned by the defence of their 
sexual rights.
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Longlisted for the Renaudot 
Essai Prize. 6 Foreign licenses: 
German (Luchterhand), Italian 

(Rizzoli), Spanish (Cabaret Voltaire), 

Dutch (Nieuwe Amsterdam), Arabic 

(Centre Culturel Arabe /  

Le Fennec), Albanese (Buzuku).

Foreign license : Italian (Rizzoli).
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The Errant Souls 
From his own experience as a migrant and 
child of the suburbs, the ethnopsychiatrist 
lends an ear to radicalized youth. A book 
that transforms our viewpoint. 

TOBIE NATHAN

Infos:
PAGES 256

PUBLICATION 

October 2017

KEY POINTS:
› A unique view of 
radicalized young 
people, based upon 
clinical experience.

› A text full of 
conviction,  
a helping hand 
reaching out towards 
another.

The author: 

Tobie Nathan  left his 
home city Cairo at the 
age of eight and moved 
to France. In 1979, he 
opened the first eth-
nopsychiatric (“a blend of 
clinical psychology and 
anthropology”) prac-
tice in France. In 1993, 
he founded the Centre 
Georges-Devereux to 
treat the psychological 
problems of migrants. 
Next, he set up specific 
services for patients who 
had left sects. He was 
awarded the Prix Femina 
in 2012 for Ethno-roman 
(Grasset) and was a fina-
list for the Prix Goncourt 
in 2015 for Ce pays qui 
te ressemble (Stock). In 
2014, he began receiving 
young radicalized sub-
jects and their families for 
consultation.

Omnipresent
 They are everywhere. In the newspapers, in 
our government assemblies, in our minds. Terrorists 
terrorize us. In September 2014, the French State 
entrusted Tobie Nathan with the task of counselling 
radicalized young people. A year and a half later, he 
reports his findings but wishes to deepen his reflec-
tion. This called for a book, especially when too many 
idiocies are pedalled, too many ideologies brandi-
shed, too many false responses offered. Think of the 
failure of the so-called “deradicalisation” centres. Or 
the notorious comment of the Prime Minister at the 
time—“To explain is already to excuse”. Tobie Nathan 
provides neither recipes nor absolutes but poses the 
only question worth asking: how can our society give 
birth to these monsters who bear the reflection of 
what is wrong in our society.

‘I am like them‘ 
 Tobie Nathan recalls being torn away from 
his native land, his own childhood in Gennevilliers, 
his revolutionary ideals, the Vietnam war, and the 
Mao committee. The parallel between his life and 
the paths of apprentice jihadis is striking. From it he 
draws finely crafted portraits that are moving and 
empathetic. He comes closer to them, without ever 
lapsing into the emotional.

A personal and intellectual approach  
 From these encounters, the author draws 
concepts, intellectual tools for practitioners of 
psychology, politicians, and citizens, presenting 
them chapter by chapter. He calls upon ethnology, 
psychology, history and semantics. “This is what 
these young people have taught me,” he seems to 
say on every page. 

��Ɲ�&1%7/'065�- INTERNATIONAL / SOCIETY ISSUES
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What Would You Have Done 
In my Place?  
A hundred exceptional narratives by 
reporters, in text and in photographs. 

COLLECTIVE

Infos:
PAGES 336

PUBLICATION 

September 2017

KEY POINTS:
› The personal journal 
of upheaval in the 
world, by one hundred 
reporters.

› Powerful accounts in 
text and photo.

Agence France-Presse 
(AFP) is an interna-
tional news agency 
headquartered in Paris. 
Founded in 1944, AFP 
is the third largest 
news agency in the 
world, after the Asso-
ciated Press (AP) and 
Reuters. AFP has regio-
nal offices in Nicosia, 
Montevideo, Hong 
Kong, and Washing-
ton, D.C., and bureaus 
in 150 countries. AFP 
transmits news in 
French, English, Arabic, 
Portuguese, Spanish, 
and German.

#P�QWVNQQM�QP�VJG�OCLQT�GXGPVU�QH�VJG�NCUV�ƂXG�
years 
 They are reporters in the field.  Journalists, 
photographers or cameramen, they cover natural 
disasters, conflicts, presidential campaigns, interna-
tional summits, and sports competitions. At every 
turn, they are among the first at the heart of a news 
event.
They all work for the Agence France-Presse, the third 
global press agency, that employs 1,500 journalists 
and runs 150 bureaus throughout the world. On a 
daily basis, they produce neutral, factual, informa-
tive news dispatches, the source material of stories 
published by other media. They cover current events 
worldwide twenty-four-hours a day in six languages. 
They have neither the time nor the occasion to talk 
about what they experience.                                  

Behind the scenes at an institution   
 In April 2012, AFP journalist Roland de 
Courson created «Making-of», a blog that provides a 
forum for the expression of his colleagues’ emotions 
and a means of communicating directly with their 
readers.  For the past five years, the blog, written in 
the first person, has taken millions of net surfers 
behind the scenes of news and of journalists’ first-
hand news-gathering experiences.
On «Making-of», AFP reporters tell of their expe-
riences and the dilemmas and dangers they confront.  
How does one elbow his way through the pack of 
reporters to find a place when all are rushing towards 
a scene of action? How do you do your job when faced 
with the pain of others? Does one sometimes refrain 
from taking a photo? 

Les Arènes-AFP

Des rePorters rAcontent  
Les histoires qui Les ont mArqués

« qu’Auriez-vous
FAit à mA PLAce ? »
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The Enchained 
For an entire year, Thomas Morel, a young 
LQWTPCNKUV�QH����� KPƂNVTCVGF�ƂXG�FKHHGTGPV�
businesses in the north of France that 
resort to precarious employment.

THOMAS MOREL

Infos:
PAGES 272

PUBLICATION 

September 2017

KEY POINTS:
› The first in-depth 
investigation of 
insecure employment, 
a situation that affects 
tens of millions of 
workers throughout 
the world.   

› A long-term 
immersion, its methods 
similar to those of 
Günter Wallraff (and 
an all-time first, 
infiltrating an assembly 
line at Toyota).

The author: 

Thomas Morel  
graduated from the 
Institut de journalisme 
de Bordeaux in 2011. 
Shortly thereafter, he 
tried his hand at under 
cover journalism. 
Downgrading his 
resumé from a Bac+5 to 
a Bac, he never revealed 
his intentions to his 
employers, but some of 
his closest colleagues 
were aware of them. 

/[�YQTM�JCU�PQ�OGCPKPI��
 In 2014, Thomas Morel moves to the North 
of France, a de-industrialized region that is nonethe-
less fertile ground for great fortunes (Cémoi, Mulliez, 
Toyota, etc.), enterprises where he will work at the 
bottom of the ladder. For 1,200 euros a month, he gets 
up at 3:30 am in the middle of summer to wrap indus-
trial chocolates for the Christmas season. He makes 
follow-up phone calls for placement agencies to people 
deeply in debt. He answers hundreds of clients at a 
call centre, less than two minutes flat per call. For a 
while, he screws in bolts on Toyotas, on a tight time-
table. And, for a salary of zero euros, he sells electri-
city contracts door-to-door. His experience leads him 
to a bitter conclusion: these wage-earners are holding 
their breath eight hours a day, waiting for deliverance. 
Some of them have been doing so for thirty or forty 
years. Their work, broken down into minute indivi-
dual operations, has no meaning and no soul.                                

A time of debate over universal income
 On the assembly line, Thomas—who has 
taken off his intellectual’s granny glasses—works 
alongside seasonal employees who string together 
limited term contracts, living off unemployment in 
the gaps between them. He observes their working 
conditions, describes their behaviour, their physical 
pains and their morale, their bitterness, their tricks 
for survival, and their political options. He listens 
to their dialogues, discreetly noting them during his 
breaks. He records his own feelings—his discomfort 
at selling contracts to people scarcely capable of resis-
ting, how he hates being called “the fag” when he has 
trouble keeping up with the work pace, his reluctance 
to threaten over-indebted people already scraping the 
bottom of the barrel, the way his joints ache working 
on the assembly line. The reader dreams of a different 
relationship to work for this class. One cannot avoid 
the question of a universal income that would give 
them back dignity and freedom.

��Ɲ�&1%7/'065�- INTERNATIONAL / SOCIETY ISSUES
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Un an avec des travailleurs  
précaires et sous-payés
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$WV�9JQ�KU�VJG�/QVJGT!�
Carrying the child of another,  
a great public debate.

CATHERINE MALLAVAL, MATHIEU NOCENT

Infos:
PAGES 304

PUBLICATION 

October 2017

KEY POINTS:
› All the elements of an 
actual public debate 
that can only broaden. 
Several first person 
accounts add to its 
substance.   

› A map of the world 
designating countries 
that authorize, tolerate, 
or forbid gestational 
surrogacy. 

The author: 

Catherine Mallaval 
has been a journalist at 
Libération since 1989, 
in charge of questions of 
society and, particularly, 
those concerning the 
family.

Mathieu Nocent is an 
independent journalist 
specializing in health, 
LGBT, and the family. 
He defended the rights of 
same sex couples during 
the marriage-for-all 
debates in France.

A debate that concerns all of us
 Mais qui est la mère ? explains in detail this 
practice that is still little known but has a major stake 
in public debates. It brings up questions we have 
never faced before in the history of man. Who is the 
mother? What kind of ties exist between all involved? 
Should the child recognize his parent? Should conti-
nued contact between them be obligatory? What are 
the risks for the baby? For the surrogate mother? 
Should she be paid? Should her expenses simply be 
covered? What about the donator of ovocytes? Does 
the child have a price? Are these women exploited? 
Will international law replace national rights? 
Six scientists (physicians, jurists, psychologists) with 
different opinions have accepted to compare their 
positions pro or anti, fuel for a dispassionate and 
enlightened debate.                  

Supervising the future alternative to adoption
 A universal practice, gestational surrogacy 
varies according to each country. In the United 
States or Russia, it is a form of trade and recognized 
as such. What is presented as an altruistic act in 
Greece and in England is sold as an all-inclusive 
stay in the Ukraine or in Mexico and strictly super-
vised by the State in Israel. In Belgium, The Nether-
lands, and Scandanavia, the question of gestational 
surrogacy remains vague, but in all instances, the 
practice generates a phenomenon of procreative tou-
rism. Should it remain forbidden, in order to avoid 
all excess or abuse? Or should it be authorized in a 
strictly ethical framework? At the very least, should 
children born this way abroad be legally recognized? 
Twenty-two years after its prohibition, gestational 
surrogacy will inevitably return as a subject of public 
debate.

��Ɲ�&1%7/'065�- INTERNATIONAL / SOCIETY ISSUES
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#PIGNC�/GTMGN��#�&GUVKP[
1PG�QH�VJG�ƂTUV�DKQITCRJKGU�
of the most powerful (and secretive)  
woman in the world.

MARION VAN RENTERGHEM

Infos:
PAGES 272

PUBLICATION 

September 2017

KEY POINTS:
› The style of Marion 
Van Renterghem, 
winner of the Prix 
Albert-Londres.   

› The fascinating 
portrait of a woman 
who has already 
entered history. 

The author: 

Marion van 
Renterghem  is a special 
correspondent for 
Vanity Fair. She was a 
journalist at Le Monde 
for several years and was 
awarded the Prix Albert-
Londres and the Prix 
Françoise-Giroud.

The incarnation of Europe
 On his last official voyage, Barack Obama 
chose to go to Berlin, to pass the torsh of Western 
post-war values on to Angela Merkel. Meanwhile, 
his successor was celebrating the Brexit and calling 
for the dissolution of the European Union. What an 
upside down world! Who could have imagined such a 
situation in 1945? By announcing her candidature for 
a fourth term as chancellor, Angela Merkel measured 
the responsibility henceforth incumbent upon her, 
that of being the bastion of a world in turmoil.                  

Investigating a complex woman
 But who is Angela Merkel? Marion Van Ren-
terghem has delved into the story of this political 
UFO. She visited the East, where the future chan-
cellor spent her childhood and adolescence, growing 
up in the depressing and austere GDR, the land of no 
horizon. 
The author has met Angela Merkel’s contempora-
ries, those who knew her on her way up. She met the 
former maths professor who remembered Merkel as 
«the most gifted student in maths» he had ever had 
in his life, and her aptly named «girl camp», her very 
close-knit team at the chancellery composed of two 
women who have been with her for years and with 
whom she implements tactics. She also encountered 
the Chancellor’s first mentors, those who sought her 
out when no one had yet heard of “Die Merkel”.  

��Ɲ�&1%7/'065�- INTERNATIONAL / SOCIETY ISSUES
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The Faith that Endures
The powerfully emotive manifesto  
QH�C�FGƂCPV�%JTKUVKCP�YJQ�VCMGU�JKU�
distances with the Catholic institution.

JEAN-CLAUDE GUILLEBAUD

Infos:
PAGES 256

PUBLICATION 

September 2017

KEY POINTS:
› A central subject: how 
to live one’s faith in a 
world where religion 
is either radicalized or 
denigrated. 

› The follow-up to the 
best-selling Comment 
je suis redevenu 
chrétien.  

The author: 

Jean-Claude Guillebaud   
has been a journalist 
(Prix Albert-Londres 
1972) and special 
correspondent for Sud 
Ouest, Le Monde, and 
Le Nouvel Observateur, 
where he currently 
writes a weekly column. 
He has also written 
commentary in La Vie 
since 2001. He has been 
an editor and literary 
director at Editions du 
Seuil for over thirty years 
and co-founded Editions 
Arléa. He is currently 
a literary director at 
Editions des Arènes and 
at l’Iconoclaste. 

Faith caught in the middle
 Hard times for believers. Like it or not, the 
murderous excesses of Islam have heaped oppro-
brium on all Muslims and, in a richochet effect, on all 
religions. Is religion fanaticism steeped in blood? 
Those who believe are caught in the middle, between 
two extreme views: on the one hand, an irreducible 
distrust of all things religious, the wish to erase all 
signs of religion, as though belief in God were a conta-
gious or shameful disease. On the other and, a Church 
in a state of confusion as to which way to turn and 
consequently petrified, with believers who live their 
faith like a sad passion, or worse, like an identity, far 
from the teachings of the Gospel. These are harsh 
men, whereas faith inspires compassion.  

6JG�DQQM�QH�C�FGƂCPV�DGNKGXGT��
 Returning to his Christian faith at around 
fifty, after decades spent far from God, the author 
wonders about this faith that has never died. A pro-
mise of the dawn, a joy. An antidote to the hopeless 
nihilism that marks our times. A difficult road, this 
a journey that is always incomplete. He refers to 
those luminous, anti-conformist believers, Péguy, 
Bernanos, the Québecois Dominican Benoît Lacroix, 
and Maurice Bellet. He worries also about the weake-
ning of Christianity in a population that is already 
generally and collectively indifferent to the condition 
of the poor, doubled by an openly cynical attitude of 
everyone-for-himself. Its disappearance will become 
inevitable if Christians do not speak up. 
And so, today, he does speak up. In spite of every-
thing, and notwithstanding his severely critical look 
at the Church, this faith—this fire—endures, stead-
fast and nurturing. This book of testimony invites us 
to pass on this strength to those we love.  

��Ɲ�&1%7/'065�- INTERNATIONAL / SOCIETY ISSUES
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The Night
A magical journey, from dusk to dawn,  
with one of the greatest astrophysicists.
TRINH XUAN THUAN

Infos:
PAGES 256

PUBLICATION 

October 2017

KEY POINTS:
› A wondrous book that 
is both accessible and 
scientific. 
› A popular and well-
known astrophysicist 
with a large community 
of followers; a 
successful author.

The author: 

Trinh Xuan Thuan was 
born in Hanoi in 1948. 
In 1976, he became 
professor of astronomy 
at the University of 
Virginia. In 2000 he 
published L’Infini dans 
la paume de la main, 
with Matthieu Ricard 
(Nil Editions), Le cosmos 
et le lotus in 2011 and 
Désir d’infini in 2014 
(Gallimard).

An ode to the night 
The astrophysicist Trinh Xuan Thuan invites us to 
join him on a scientific journey through the night 
and starry skies to take in his latest discoveries. His 
is an accessible narrative, illustrated by scientific 
photos. It is a wondrous book which illustrates the 
fragility of the planet. Poems as well as paintings 
illuminate the beauty of the cosmos.

Seeing stars 
Trinh Xuan Thuan takes us to the Hawaiian islands 
in the Pacific Ocean to observe the night sky from 
one of the most prestigeous astronomy centres, 
at an altitude of 4,000 metres. We are by his side 
when he uses the 3-metre-wide Hubble Space Teles-
cope which orbits above the Earth’s atmosphere. 
He follows the light of the stars to understand the 
origins of our and parallel universes; and looks for 
the so-called “blue compact dwarf galaxies” that he 
specialises in, and their young, massive, burning 
stars that emit blue light. We are by his side when he 
leaves the observatory dome to plunge into the black 
night and stargaze with the naked eye; describing 
the planets, the Sun and the Moon. 

A storytelling scientist 
Trinh Xuan Thuan is a storyteller. His professio-
nal expertise as a great astrophysicist and teacher 
imbues his meditative contemplation of the cos-
mos. He recalls the Buddhism that shaped him and 
taught him that everything is connected: the Uni-
verse, the world, humankind. To this journey into 
the night, be it astral or intimate, the author adds 
a third dimension with reference to the world, its 
future and our all-important osmosis with the Uni-
verse. Structured in three chapters following the 
cycles of nightfall, the dead of night and daybreak, 
the book is illustrated with artwork, photographs 
and literary extracts.
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Europa, Our story
The European heritage 
since Homer
ÉTIENNE FRANÇOIS & THOMAS SERRIER

Infos:
PAGES 1392

PUBLICATION 

September 2017

KEY POINTS:
› In troubled times, a 
quest on what we share 
and what divides us as 
Europeans.

› An illustration of the 
richness and diversity 
of the European 
memory.

The book: 

109 authors,  
150 chapters,  
600,000 words 

World English-
language rights 
licensed to 
Bloomsbury UK 

p9JCV�[QW� KPJGTKV� HTQO�[QWT� HCVJGT�OWUV�ƂTUV�
be earned before it’s yours.” Goethe
 Escaping the narrow vision of a Europe 
reduced to Brussels institutions, Europa encom-
passes twenty five centuries of history : our his-
tory. This works is written by 109 historians and 
intellectuals from the whol world.
 Europa tells the story of Europe, its 
dynamics and its fault lines through a history of 
its memories, whether shared or divided, in order 
to highlight the crucial issues raised by our heri-
tages.
 Europa offers a multiple perspective on 
our history through the eyes of a group of historians 
hailing from all corners of Europe: Germany, Italy, 
Belgium, France, Poland, Croatia – as well as the 
United States, Africa and Asia.
 Europa expands our field of conscious-
ness by providing a synthesis of contemporary intel-
lectual research accessible to a vast readership.
 With Patrick Boucheron, Johann Chapou-
tot, Jay Winter, Jürgen Kocka, Timothy Brook, 
Maurice Sartre, Pap N’Diaye, François Hartog, 
Rémi Brague, Enzo Traverso...

��Ɲ�'55#;5�- HISTORY
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The Paris Peace Conference
A multicultural history of the most  
famous peace treaty. 

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF SERGE BERSTEIN, WITH GERD 
KRUMEICH, JOHN KEIGER, LEONARD V. SMITH,  
SERGIO ROMANO AND TOSHIO TAKEMOTO

Infos:
PAGES 350

PUBLICATION 

October 2018

KEY POINTS:
› An original historical 
treatment of the most 
famous peace treaty. 

› The quality and the 
diversity of point 
of view of six great 
international historians.  

6 countries:
France, USA, Great 
Britain, Italy, Japan, 
Germany.

6 great historians: 
Under the direction of 
Serge Berstein, with 
Gerd Krumeich, John 
Keiger, Leonard V. 
Smith, Sergio Romano 
and Toshio Takemoto.

6 points of views.

1 treaty.

A lasting story 
 Among the peace treaties negotiated after 
the 11th of November 1918 armistice, the Treaty of 
Versailles is the most well known. Though it can-
not be considered the sole element leading to the 
Second World War, it is often singled out as being 
at the origin of the mechanism that caused irrever-
sible tensions and disputes. Even today, the treaty 
recalls past traumatisms and wounds, not all of 
which have healed.

A multi-faceted project
 As the 100th anniversary of the treaty 
draws near, this work relates the history of the 
negotiations and their consequences, through the 
points of view of the heads of State and of govern-
ments of the six main signatory countries: Georges 
Clemenceau, Woodrow Wilson, David Lloyd 
George, Vittorio Orlando, Saionji Kinmochi, and 
Count Ulrich von Brockdorff-Rantzau.

An original work
 To lend this varied perception more weight, 
six historians, all specialists of the history of the 
First World War and the Treaty of Versailles, have 
shared in the writing of this history. This treaty 
was at once innovative in its attempt to find a 
means to avoid any further wars (through the crea-
tion of the Society of Nations) and archaic in the 
conditions of reparations it imposed upon the van-
quished (Germany must pay!). The different points 
of view presented here vividly recreate the negotia-
tions and help us to understand how we arrived at 
this paradoxical result.
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For The Love of History
The best history lessons presented by the 
30 best French historians.
COLLECTIVE

Infos:
PAGES 592

PUBLICATION 

October 2017

KEY POINTS:
› The greatest lessons 
of history, collected in 
one volume. 

› The ideal gift for 
every history buff.  

30 lessons of history 
 Selected among several hundred lectures, 
chosen for their quality and their topicality, these 
«great lessons of history» cover the entirety of 
historical periods from Prehistory to the present. 
Devoting around twenty pages to each subject, 
each historian offers the best of his or her research 
in language that is accessible to a broad public. 

A Rendez-vous you cannot miss
 In twenty years, «Les Rendez-vous de 
l’histoire» has become the most important event 
in France concentrating on history. Historians, 
researchers, academics, and over 40,000 visi-
tors gather, to reflect and debate, at Blois during 
a long weekend in October. The lectures are the 
highlight of the event. 
Presented by those who have given considerable 
thought to world affairs, these great lessons of his-
tory are exceptional. 

They include, among others:
·  The Antiquity, an era of religious freedom  

by Paul Veyne
· The malevolent pig by Michel Pastoureau
· Marco Polo’s Worlds by Patrick Boucheron
·  The Climate, Agent Provocateur by Emmanuel 

Le Roy Ladurie
· A whole story of the body by Georges Vigarello
·  Napoléon, A myth stronger than the conqueror  

by Jean Tulard
· How does one become a terrorist?  by Jenny Raflik
· Feminine nourishments by Michelle Perrot
·  United Europe, a fusion of historical timelines  

by Jacques Le Goff
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The Hidden Archives 
QH�VJG�(TGPEJ�/KPKUVT[�  
for Foreign Affairs
(QT�VJG�ƂTUV�VKOG��VJG�TGPQYPGF�CTEJKXCN�HQPFU�
of the Quai d’Orsay offers access to our most 
recent history, from the end of WWII to the 
attack on the World Trade Center.

COLLECTIVE

Infos:
PAGES 400

PUBLICATION 

October 2017

KEY POINTS:
› A monumental book, 
a collection of fifty 
authors and fifty major 
events of our recent 
history.  

› A lively reconstruction 
of events through the 
voices of men and 
women who recount 
what they saw and lived 
through.    

What these archives reveal 
 The world has profoundly changed between 
1945 and 2001. The Cold War, decolonisation, the 
recomposition of Eastern Europe, the powder keg 
that is now the Middle East. What role does France 
play in all this? To act, to influence, to observe, 
diplomats are the intermediaries of a power that 
has lost its standing but seeks to remain essential.

Diplomats, actors of the world  
(The Cuban crisis, 1962)
 In the fall of 1962, the United States disco-
vers the presence of Soviet nuclear missiles in Cuba, 
and humanity finds itself on the brink of a nuclear 
confrontation. And yet, as early as that summer, 
the French ambassador to Cuba had warned the 
United States of disquieting movements on the 
island, but the Americans did not wish to believe 
this. When the crisis broke out, Kennedy consulted 
his allies. The diplomatic archives conserve the 
secret conversation between Kennedy’s emissary, 
Dean Acheson, and General de Gaulle, who offered 
his unwavering support, thereby demonstrating 
the prestige France still enjoyed on the internatio-
nal scene.

Diplomats, observers of the world (The Islamic 
awakening in Turkey, 1971)
 Mustafa Kemal «Ataturk» had wished to 
make his country a modern republic, along the 
European model. But Kemalist secularism had 
difficulty enduring in a country agitated by the 
awakening of religious movements. In 1971, the 
ambassador of France in Ankara wondered about 
the reasons for Islam’s strong comeback. His per-
ception of Turkey at the time echoes today like a 
strange premonition.
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The Rebellious Aristocrats
Born with a name and privileges, they 
risked losing everything to choose their own 
destinies

GONZAGUE SAINT BRIS

Infos:
PAGES 336

PUBLICATION 

August 2017

KEY POINTS:
› One of the finest 
popular historians.

› A surprising subject 
and a veritable gallery 
of portraits.

The author: 

Gonzague Saint Bris 
son of Comte Saint-Bris 
and Agnès Mame, was 
born in 1949. He was the 
author and a journalist at 
Le Figaro, Paris Match 
and Europe 1. He is the 
author of Les Vieillards de 
Brighton, Prix Interallié 
2002, and was awarded 
the Prix Hugues-Capet for 
the ensemble of his work. 
He died this summer in 
car accident. 

What is a rebellious aristocrat? 
 They are singular captivating, generous, ori-
ginal and non-conformist individuals, each inven-
ting in his or her own manner a way to step up beyond 
or out of the world to which they belong. They export 
the qualities instilled in them into other spheres of 
life or into new worlds. This difference, Balzac pro-
claims it magnificently, insisting «I belong to that 
opposition party called life!”, much like American 
writer Henry David Thoreau, who said the same 
thing with extraordinary gentleness and subtlety: 
“If a man loses pace with his companions, perhaps 
it is because he hears a different drummer.” And 
so it is with these champions who stray from their 
roots to conquer other worlds. For the Marquis de La 
Fayette, it would be the revelation of the New World 
and a passion for the human rights, for Henri de Tou-
louse-Lautrec, it would be immersion in the world of 
art and the creation of works that defied the conven-
tions of his time. 

His famous rebels:
 Louis de Gonzague, Savinien de Cyrano de 
Bergerac, Olympe de Gouges, Gilbert du Motier de 
La Fayette, Germaine de Staël, Esther Stanhope, 
Lord Byron, Alphonse de Lamartine, George 
Sand, Abd el-Kader, Jérôme-Napoléon, Léon Tols-
toï, Henri de Rochefort, Elisabeth d’Autriche, 
Isabelle du Brésil, Pierre Savorgnan de Brazza, 
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Winston Churchill, 
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, Emmanuel d’Astier de 
la Vigerie, Luchino Visconti, Simone de Beauvoir, 
Nelson Mandela.
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Sitting Still Like A Frog 
The Serenity Notebook
ELINE SNEL

Infos:
PAGES 100

PUBLICATION 

March 2017

KEY POINTS:
› Wonderful moments 
to share between 
parents and children.
› The magic of 
Marc Boutavant’s 
illustrations.
› The CD of new yoga 
exercices with Sara 
Giraudeau’s soothing 
voice.

The author: 

Eline Snel is a Dutch 
practitioner. She has 
invented a meditation 
method, adapted 
to children and she 
created the Academy for 
mindfulness teaching, 
where she gives training 
to teachers, psychologists, 
parents and children. 
Her method is used in 
several primary schools 
in the Netherlands and 
in Belgium. The success 
of her book has been 
tremendous.

N°1 of meditation books for children (220,000 rea-
ders and 70,000 followers on Facebook), the Frog 
is back with this Activity Notebook.
 The Frog Method, through a simple and 
funny way of training one’s attention, makes child-
ren liaise with their inner world, in order to cope bet-
ter with the exterior world. 
Today, children are more nervous and more anxious. 
Patients and teachers ask them to concentrate, but 
nobody shows them how to do so. Facing their emo-
tions, their doubts, their regrets, how can they cope? 

A creative and funny notebook to learn how to 
meditate
 Eline Snel has a real gift to address children. 
Here, she created a unique notebook, a more proac-
tive version for children of Sitting Still Like A Frog, 
which blends exercices, songs, stories, games and 
meditations. 

Which activities? 
 Games, colourings, cuttings, crafts, stickers, 
Q&As, stories, recipes, songs, among which: how 
to build a wish tree, memory cards, recipes with 3 
tastes, family massages, etc.
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6JTGG�/KPWVGU�VQ�/GFKVCVG
CHRISTOPHE ANDRÉ

Infos:
PAGES 240

PUBLICATION 

January 2017

KEY POINTS:
› A comprehensive 
programme for taking 
up meditation or taking 
it to the next level.
› The appealing and 
varied themes and 
exercises that connect 
with our everyday lives.

The author: 

Christophe André 
is a psychiatrist 
specialising in anxiety 
and depression. He first 
became interested in 
meditation in the late 
1990s, both as a doctor 
and as a practitioner of 
meditation. He trained 
to become a teacher of 
mindfulness and in 2004 
he was one of the first 
to introduce meditation 
into the treatment of his 
patients at the Hôpital 
Sainte-Anne in Paris. He 
is the author of numerous 
bestsellers, including 
Méditer, jour après jour 
(L’Iconoclaste, 2011, 
500,000 copies sold).

The growing appeal of mindfulness meditation
 People have been meditating for over two 
thousand years in both the West and the East. In 
recent times, numerous scientific studies have 
confirmed the benefits of meditation. Mindfulness 
meditation, which is non-religious and accessible to 
all, is now practised in doctor’s surgeries, at school, at 
work and in the home. It offers us serenity, strength 
and lucidity and also helps us to resist the scourges of 
our age: selfishness, materialism and digital aliena-
tion. 

40 radio slots which explore every dimension of 
meditation.
 Based on a programme originally broadcast 
on the radio station France Culture over the course 
of a summer (becoming the station’s most popular 
podcast), this book contains 40 exercises to help us 
becoming aware of our inner state, to listen to the 
murmur of the outside world and to contemplate 
nature, with an introduction written especially for 
this edition. It is a genuine manifesto for ‘becoming 
a friend to oneself’ and to the world and is a fascina-
ting exercise in training one’s mind. 

Who is it aimed at? 
 At beginners, at those who are tempted by 
meditation but feel intimidated by its trappings, and 
at Christophe André’s many loyal readers (more 
than 700,000 copies sold). The short format, the 
many subjects addressed and their connection to 
everyday life are key points in the book’s favour.

Rights licensed in Italian (Corbaccio), Spanish (Kai-
ros), Portuguese (Presença), Polish (Czarna Owca), 
Romanian (Trei), Taiwan (SanYau Books) and Viet-
namese (Nha Nam).

To be published in January 2018 : La vie intérieure 
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The Natural Laws  
Concerning Children
What if schools had it all wrong? This is a 
book that will revolutionise our children’s 
education.

CÉLINE ALVAREZ

Infos:
PAGES 464

PUBLICATION 

August 2016

KEY POINTS:
› Children are born to 
learn, but one must 
nevertheless respect 
the “natural laws of 
learning”.
› The Montessori 
method enriched by 
the latest discoveries in 
cognitive science and 
linguistics.

11 FOREIGN 
LICENSES
Italian (Mondadori), 
Spanish (Penguin/
Grijalbo), Catalan 
(Arpa), Dutch (Horizon), 
Polish (CoJaNaTo), 
Czech Republic 
(Euromedia), Bulgaria 
(Colibri), Romania 
(Multi Media Est), 
Russia (Eksmo), China 
(Life Bookstore), Korea 
(Open Books). 

The Céline Alvarez approach: a revolution based 
on tried and tested principles
 Unwilling to accept the fact that many 
children are never happy within the education 
system, Céline Alvarez decided to update the 
work of Maria Montessori for the neuroscience 
age. She took the exams to teach in state schools 
as an independent candidate and then embarked 
on a pilot experiment at a nursery school located 
in a socially disadvantaged area.

Extraordinary results
 By the end of the second year, all of the 
children in their final year and 90% of those in 
their middle year could read and had acquired 
excellent arithmetic skills. But the experiment 
was brought to an abrupt halt. Céline Alvarez the-
refore decided to devote her time to sharing the 
tools she had used, including ideas for activities 
and teaching material designed to help children 
fulfil their potential.

A new way of seeing children, school and 
education
 Céline Alvarez sets out the major biologi-
cal principles involved in learning and outlines 
a teaching framework which is suited to how 
humans function. She explains the importance 
of the environment, of the plasticity of the brain, 
of children’s susceptibility to stress and of child-
ren’s emotions. She also describes her own direct 
experience with children, how a typical day might 
unfold and some of the difficulties she has encoun-
tered.
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Transmit
What we bring to one another.

COLLECTIVE

Infos:
PAGES 288

PUBLICATION 

October 2017

KEY POINTS:
› A reference work for 
all generations  
› A down-to-earth work 
that helps us become 
aware of what is 
essential in our lives. 

8 BEST-SELLING 
AUTHORS:
Céline Alvarez, 
Christophe André, 
Catherine Guégen, 
Ilios Kotsou, Frédéric 
Lenoir, Caroline 
Lesire, Frédéric Lopez, 
Matthieu Ricard 

Exceptional authors from all backgrounds
 The greatest names have come together 
to discuss what they have learned by experience, 
from those close to them, and from their masters 
and mentors. They explore what inspires them, 
and what they wish to pass on.
Christophe André, Ilios Kotsou (Prix Psychologies 
Magazine 2014) and Caroline Lesire analyse what 
goes on in the process of transmission. Others 
discuss intimate subjects (Frédéric Lenoir and 
his childhood), or the great discoveries that have 
changed their vision of the world (for Catherine 
Gueguen, the affective and social neurosciences), 
the convictions they wish to share (Céline Alva-
rez), the values passed on by the sages (Matthieu 
Ricard) or by people of other cultures (Frédéric 
Lopez). 

What is transmission?
 This book explores all the dimensions of 
the topic. One can pass on knowledge or values, 
but one can also transmit a way of looking at the 
world. Benevolence is the main vector of this 
exchange.   
Transmission often includes the little things we 
pass on unconsciously, simply by our attitudes. To 
transmit is a source of joy for the one who receives 
as well as the one who gives.
It is ultimately a means of reinforcing what binds 
us, for he who transmits realizes that he is part of 
a human community.   
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Voltaire in love
The life of a French genius told by 
Clément Oubrerie, an exhilarating account, 
masterfully related. 

CLÉMENT OUBRERIE

Infos:
PAGES 104

PUBLICATION 

October 2017

KEY POINTS:
› The rediscovery, 
original and 
unexpected, of a 
monument of French 
thought.
› An exhilarating 
account, masterfully 
told.

The author: 

Clément Oubrerie is a 
French draughtsman 
born in 1966 in Paris. 
Initially a youth author, 
his first comic strip, 
volume 1 of Aya de 
Yopougon (Gallimard) 
was published in 2005 
and won the Prix 
Révélation at the 2006 
Angoulême Festival. 
Since then he has 
produced about fifteen 
albums, including those 
in the Pablo and Isadora 
series, both acclaimed 
worldwide. 

A love story

 At twenty-four, Voltaire, just released 
from the prison of the Bastille, is already enjoying 
success at the theatre with his first tragedy, 
Œdipe. After one performance, in a hail of public 
applause, the very young author is led to the box of 
the Duchess of Villars, who wishes to meet him. It 
is the beginning of an absolute and all-consuming 
affair that will put the future philosopher through 
the emotional wringer. 

The most sentimental philosopher of the 
Enlightenment

 Voltaire was not always Voltaire. Born Arouet 
into a bourgeois family, he intended to carve out his 
own place in the sun in the very hierarchical society 
of the Regency. The young man has only one goal, 
that of surpassing Homer and Racine put together. 
And his heart is, indeed, that of a poet. Though scar-
cely of a voluptuous nature, he incessantly seeks the 
ideal love, flitting from one marchioness to another 
young up-and-coming actress—and, especially, 
from one disappointment to another. Brilliant but a 
bit dizzy, incapable of refraining the temptation of 
placing a bon mot, he flatters the powerful with one 
hand and combats intolerance with the other. 

The youth of giant

 An ambitious, urbane, and hypochondriac 
young man who finds the idea of earning a living dis-
tasteful, this Rastignac who is steeped in the trage-
dies of Antiquity will become the man who will fore-
ver embody the spirit of the Enlightenment. But for 
this he must clear a path in a violent and totalitarian 
society that shows consideration only for the nobi-
lity. Light and subtle, this work reveals to us the little 
known side of one of the most iconoclastic figures of 
our literary history.
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Emma’s taste
The sensory awakening and initiation of one 
of the few female Michelin Guide inspectors. 
Inspired by a true story. 

EMMANUELLE MAISONNEUVE & JULIA PAVLOWITCH

Infos:
PAGES 192

PUBLICATION 

February 2018

KEY POINTS:
› The best of French 
culture in the eyes o 
a famous Japanese 
Mangaka.
› A warm voice in 
search of the absolute 
taste.

The author: 

Emmanuelle 
Maisonneuve 
discovered the art of 
fine cuisine through the 
work of Michel Bras, 
Alain Ducasse and Alain 
Passard, before realising 
her dream of becoming a 
Michelin inspector.

Always on the hunt 
for unusual stories, 
Julia Pavlowitch has 
co-written several 
portraits of women. 
Emma’s story brings 
together Julia’s two 
passions: unusual life 
stories and food. A 
journalist, she has been 
embedded in teams 
running a great number 
of the finest restaurants 
in France and abroad. 

LICENSED TO 
Kodansha (Japan)

Behind the scenes in French gastronomy
 At the age of 30, having simply sent in her cv, 
Emma sees her childhood dream come true: she is 
invited to the team of inspectors at the prestigious 
Michelin Guides. The only woman in the team at 
the time, she stands out among her colleagues for 
her youth and spontaneity. Blessed with an extraor-
dinary sense of taste, the new inspector swiftly 
silences all snide remarks and establishes herself as 
an unusual ornament in this habitually discreet and 
highly demanding institution. 

A foodie Tour de France
 Emma’s inspection rounds take her on 
road-trips across France to find not the great Miche-
lin-starred restaurants – that remains the privile-
ged role of the highest-grade inspectors – but to 
pick out more modest establishments. 30,000km 
a year, visits to 8 different eateries in a day, 9 gene-
rous meals a week… The young inspector consumes 
kilometres and dishes at breakneck speed. Over the 
course of her journeys, she experiences a string of 
human and taste encounters: often wonderful, now 
and then revolting, always surprising. Yet she strug-
gles to settle into her new way of life, which leads to 
existential questions. Why should she force herself 
to keep up this demanding pace? What is she trying 
to prove to others and to herself? A sensory awake-
ning and a quest for meaning, this unusual journey 
will dazzle, intrigue and inspire. 

A publication in France and Japan
 In Emma’s Taste, a 100% female team of 
Franco-Japanese authors depicts French gastro-
nomy as it has never been seen before. This gra-
phic book will be serialised in nine episodes in the 
Japanese weekly Morning, which has a circulation 
of 1.5 million copies, and will be followed by a bound 
edition published by Kodansha.
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Sex Story 
From cavemen to internet dating sites… 
Sex rules the world. 

PHILIPPE BRENOT AND LAETITIA CORYN

Infos:
PAGES 208

PUBLICATION 

June 2017

KEY POINTS:
› An illustrated, 
historical compendium 
on a fascinating 
subject. Humour in the 
service of knowledge.
› 50,000 copies sold

The author: 

Laetitia Coryn is a 
highly talented 30-year-
old author. She spent 
a year at the Ecole 
Duperré and the Atelier 
de Sèvres and then 
went on to study 3D 
animation at the Ecole 
Estienne. 

Philippe Brenot 
is a psychiatrist 
and anthropologist 
and the director of 
sexology teaching at 
the Université Paris-
Descartes. He published 
numerous essays.

The graphic novel that conquered the world
 Sex is omnipresent. And yet who knows 
what it really is and where it comes from? Who 
genuinely understands it?
In the whole seven years of training to become a 
doctor, not a single classroom hour is devoted to 
this important subject in human life. This is why 
the anthropologist and sexologist Philippe Bre-
not has decided to recount this fascinating story 
to us. And to show us that it is not only a natural 
phenomenon, but also a cultural reality which 
has been constructed over the course of history.
Sex story is the first history of sexuality in comic 
book form. And in it we learn all sorts of things, 
such as the fact that Cleopatra invented the wor-
ld’s first vibrator and the reason why the inven-
tion of the microscope by the Dutch led to mas-
turbation being condemned as evil.

Rights licensed 

 In English to Penguin for the UK and 
Black Dog & Leventhal for the US, German to 
Btb, Spanish to Norma, Greek to Diametros, 
Czech to Paseka, Italian to Mondadori, Korean to 
Darun, Chinese in Taiwan to Utopie, Portuguese 
to Gradiva.
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The Scarlet And Black Years
BOISSERIE-CONVARD-DOUAY

Infos:
PAGES 64

PUBLICATION 

April 2016

KEY POINTS:
› A successful blend of 
real-life and fictional 
characters.

The author: 
Pierre Boisserie has 
been writing comic book 
scripts since 1999, when 
his first volume, La 
Croix de Cazenac, was 
published by Editions 
Dargaud. Since then, 
he has created over 
70 albums, including 
Dantès and La Banque 
(Dargaud). 

Didier Convard is 
a script-writer and 
children’s  books 
illustrator.

Stéphane Douay 
decided at 14 to devote 
himself to learning 
how to draw and create 
comic strips. His 
publications include 
Don Quichotte dans la 
Manche (Vents d’Ouest) 
and Commandant Achab 
(Casterman). 

The great historical and political post-war saga 
 1945: guided by the General de Gaulle, the 
divided French have had to unite their forces in order 
to reconstruct their country, devastated by five years 
of occupation. The enemies of yesterday - the Vichy 
collaborators, the Resistance fighters, the commu-
nists and the Gaullists - are going to have two work 
together to rebuild the political and social structures 
of the nation.
Freely adapted from the novel by Gérard Delteil 
(Seuil), Les Années rouge et noir is an authentic poli-
tical, historical and social saga of Les Trente Glo-
rieuses (the thirty years from 1945 to 1975) as well 
as a thriller with a host of twists and turns. This 
comic book presents the adventures of the three 
leading protagonists: Agnès Laborde, a young Resis-
tance fighter, who rallies to General de Gaulle’s cause 
and embarks on a political career. Alain Véron, the 
brother of a communist militant murdered in mys-
terious circumstances at the moment of France’s 
liberation, who hangs out in the clubs of Saint-Ger-
main-des-Prés and seems to assume a myriad of 
different identities. And finally Aimé Bacchelli, a 
shadowy former collaborator, who is seeking legiti-
macy but also any opportunity to engage in twisted 
schemes...

Third volume to be published in 2018
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Convicts
The overlapping destinies of the reporter Albert 
Londres and Eugène Dieudonné, who was given 
a life sentence in a French penal colony. 

FABIEN BEDOUEL & PATRICE PERNA

Infos:
PAGES 64

PUBLICATION 

September 2017

KEY POINTS:
› The Albert Londres 
legend revisited for the 
first time in comic book 
form. 
› A highly original story 
and visual presentation.

The authors: 
Patrice Perna left the 
world of journalism in 
2006 to devote himself 
exclusively to the world 
of comic books. In 
2010 he took over with 
Jenfèvre at the helm 
of the Joe Bar team for 
Volume 7. For 12 bis, 
he has also produced 
La Question de Dieu 
in collaboration with 
Laetitia Coryn.

Fabien Bedouel is a 
graduate of the Ecole 
des Arts Décoratifs. 
He made a number of 
short features before 
launching his comic 
book career. In 2010, 
in collaboration with 
Laurent-Frédéric Bollée 
as scriptwriter, he 
created the two volumes 
of Un long destin de 
sang (12 bis). In the 
same year he published 
with Merwan, Nury and 
Defrance the series L’Or 
et le sang (12 bis).

The struggle of one man against the servitude of 
the penal colony
 As Albert Londres continues his investiga-
tions in France to prove the innocence of Eugène 
Dieudonné, the general public rallies to his cause 
and demands a pardon for the most famous of the 
penal colony convicts. The government eventually 
bows to the pressure, but it is too late – at the end 
of his tether, Eugène has escaped once again. 
Reported missing by the authorities, Le Petit Pari-
sien announces his death on their front page in 
July 1927. The man accused of being the fifth man 
in an armed bank robbery in Paris has reportedly 
died at sea after going on the run in spectacular 
fashion. 
But Albert Londres is convinced that his protégé 
is alive and well somewhere in Brazil. Against the 
better judgement of those around him, he sets out 
aboard a French merchant cargo boat to find him. 
In a twist of fate, the paths of the two men cross 
in Rio and Albert Londres then devotes himself to 
ensuring that Dieudonné can return to France a 
free and exonerated man.

Albert Londres revisited 
 After the success of Kersten, médecin d’Him-
mler (Prix Saint-Michel for the best script in 2015 
and Grand Prix des lecteurs France 3 at the Alpe 
d’Huez Festival), Fabien Bedouel and Patrice Perna 
return with a new collaboration. They have honed 
their art, moving from the cold and surgical account 
of their previous book to the heat of the equatorial 
jungle. Forçats is a harsh story which portrays a 
cruel world. It also shows journalism at its best.
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Fouché
NICOLAS JUNCKER & PATRICK MALLET

Infos:
PAGES 64

PUBLICATION 

January 2017

KEY POINTS:
› A life story which 
reads like a novel: 
Fouché is as fascinating 
as he is terrifying. 
› A historical example 
of Machiavellianism, 
which is not uncommon 
in the diplomatic world 
of today.

The authors: 
Nicolas Juncker is 
a press cartoonist, a 
professor of the art of 
the comic strip at the 
Conservatoire des Arts 
de Saint-Quentin-en-
Yvelines and a creator 
of comic books. His first 
comic book, Le Front, 
was published in 2003 by 
Treize Etrange, followed 
in 2005 by Malet, in 2008 
by D’Artagnan, Journal 
d’un Cadet and then the 
series Immergés, all with 
the same publisher.

Patrick Mallet is a 
graduate of the École 
Supérieure des Arts 
Graphiques. His first 
comic strips were 
published in the review 
Bile Noire by Atrabile. 
His works include the 
series Achab published by 
Glénat. 

6JG�ƂTUV�EQOKE�DQQM�CDQWV�QPG�QH�VJG�OQUV�HCUEK-
nating characters in French history
 Fouché, who was a central political figure 
from the French Revolution through to the Resto-
ration, was in some sense a one-man embodiment 
of the outlandish upheavals which French society 
experienced in the space of just a few years. He 
lived through the crucial transition from the 18th 
to the 19th century.
This first volume, entitled Révolutionnaire, 
focuses on his early career during the French 
Revolution. As a young physics teacher, Joseph 
Fouché developed a passion for politics and 
became actively involved, eventually being elec-
ted as a deputy to the Paris Commune in 1792.
Sitting with the Girondins, who were considered 
to be ‘moderates’, Fouché immediately suspended 
the assembly by voting for the death of Louis XVI. 
A betrayal? A political calculation? Ideology? 
This, his first sudden change of direction (and 
there would be many more), was a perfect illus-
tration of this troubled figure and imponderable 
political animal.

Third volume to be published in 2018
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The story of two brothers separated by the 
Wars of Religion who ultimately confront each 
other on opposing sides during the Saint 
Bartholomew Day’s massacre.

ÉRIC STALNER & PIERRE BOISSERIE

Infos:
PAGES 56

PUBLICATION 

August 2016

KEY POINTS:
› A major graphic 
series on the Wars of 
Religion.
› A captivating 
panorama which has 
resonances today. 

The authors: 

Pierre Boisserie has 
been writing comic books 
since 1999, when he 
published the first volume 
of La Croix de Cazenac 
(Dargaud). Since then 
he has authored over 70 
albums, including Dantès 
and La Banque (Dargaud).

Éric Stalner started out 
drawing with his brother 
Jean-Marc (Le Boche and 
Le Fer et le Feu, Glénat). 
In 1999 he began working 
with Pierre Boisserie on 
La Croix de Cazenac. On 
his own, he also published 
Le Roman de Malemort. 
In 2004 Blues 46 was 
published, co-written 
with Laurent Moënard 
(Dargaud) and in 2010 
he returned with the solo 
effort La Zone, a science 
fiction fable. 

Paris, 24th of August 1572, 5 o’clock in the morning
 The bells ringing from a church tower 
in central Paris mark the beginning of the mas-
sacre. Not a single Huguenot – man, woman or 
child – will survive this day the wrath of God was 
unleashed. 
Crazed, bloodthirsty Catholics embark on a 
relentless murder spree to honour their Creator, 
to whom the heretics are not paying appropriate 
worship.
Making her way through the cobblestoned streets 
of Paris, awash with the fresh blood of victims, 
and fearing death at every street corner, Élie Sau-
veterre is attempting to reach her king, Henry of 
Navarre, who is holed up in the Louvre. But she is 
destined once again to cross paths with her young 
brother Clément, who has become a fanatical 
Catholic in the pay of the Duke de Guise.

Will blood ties prove to be stronger than faith? 
 In the meantime, King Charles IX, driven 
to the brink of madness, is trying to regain control 
of a situation which irrational religious funda-
mentalism has rendered anarchic, but others, lur-
king in the wings, are calling the shots. In spite 
of these dramatic events, the royal family still 
dominates the political scene, exploiting religious 
fanaticism as the supreme weapon against its 
enemies. 

Licensed in Dutch (Daedalus) and Spanish 

2QPGPV�/QP��
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Stalin’s Youth 
ERIC LIBERGE, ARNAUD DELALANDE  
& HUBERT PROLONGEAU

Infos:
PAGES 80

PUBLICATION 

January 2017

KEY POINTS:
› A return to the roots 
of evil: the childhood of 
a monstrous historical 
figure.
› An original subject, 
amplified through its 
treatment in comic 
book form.

The authors: 

Éric Liberge first works, 
Tonnerre rampant (2002) 
and Métal (2003), were 
published by Soleil. In 
2012 and 2013, he worked 
on two albums on the 
Palace of Versailles, 
scripted by Éric Adam 
and Didier Convard and 
published by Glénat.

Arnaud Delalande is 
the author of nine novels, 
including Le Piège de 
Dante (2006), Le Jardin 
des larmes (2011) and 
Notre espion en Amérique 
(2013), all published by 
Grasset.

Hubert Prolongeau 
is a French journalist, 
writer, essayist and 
author of detective novels, 
including the series 
Diderot et d’Alembert.

The life story, which reads like a novel, of a ter-
TKH[KPI�JKUVQTKECN�ƂIWTG
 Moscow, 1931. Deep in the heart of the 
Kremlin, an insanely paranoid Stalin decides to 
recount with chilling bluntness the early years of 
his life.
As the sun sets over the Kremlin, he embarks on a 
terrible confession which he dictates to an unfor-
tunate and terrified Party secretary.
Beginning with his troubled childhood in Gori, 
followed by the seminary of Tiflis and the bank 
robbery there, the bloody coups and the first 
strikes in Baku and finally the prisons of Sibe-
ria, we witness the birth of a monster whom his 
parents and friends affectionately called ‘Sosso’.
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A travel guide Out of the Box 
New York and London
COLLECTION

Infos:
New York:

PAGES 464

PUBLICATION 

September 2016  

London: 

PAGES 340

PUBLICATION 

October 2017

KEY POINTS:
› A revolution in the 
travel guide domain.
› The guide to the 
new districts and new 
lifestyles.

The authors (London): 

Sonia Delesalle-Stolper 
has been a correspondant 
for French newspaper 
Libération in London 
since 1996. She has grown 
to love and understand 
this vibrant city while 
recently covering the 
Brexit and delving into 
the many political and 
social changes to come. 

Hélaine Lefrançois is 
an independant French 
journalist who’s lived in 
London for years, and 
writes mostly about 
culture and social issues. 
She has learnt more 
about London than she 
could imagine roaming 
its streets from end to 
end, in order to share the 
city’s best addresses.. and 
discover some herself. 

A new approach to travel
 In 2016, Laure Watrin and Pascal Canfin 
came up with an idea for a new kind of travel guide 
collection: ‘Out of the Box’. Their first destination 
was modern-day New York and its new districts 
and new lifestyles.
In the space of twenty years the city has expanded 
well beyond Manhattan. New generations have 
taken the bridges and the tunnels to Brooklyn, 
Queens, the Bronx and Staten Island.
London, too, has changed. Within twenty years, 
the city has developed beyond its limits, way fur-
ther from the historical centre. Today, the vibrant 
heart of London is located in Battersea, Shore-
ditch, Brixton, Chiswick...

Citys are evoling and so are the guides 
 Out of the Box is a unique travel guide 
which immerses us in 21st-century New York and 
London: over 1,500 tried and tested addresses per 
guide, for go the shopping, going out at night, visi-
ting unbelievable places or going to the beach or 
the countryside less than an hour from the city. 
In 2018, the Tokyo and Paris ‘Out of the Box’ tra-
vel guidebooks will be published.

The author (New York) 
 Laure Watrin is the author of the city 
guides Les pintades which have met great success. 
She has lived for many years in NYC, where, along 
with Pascal Canfin, she had the idea of the Out of 
the Box guidebook collection, as she experienced 
the fast-growing gentrification and lively trans-
formations at play in all five boroughs. 
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EquinoX is a noir collection of French, 
francophone and foreign authors. The series 
champions popular, subversive and universal 
literature. 

Infos:
'37+01:�̂ ������
PUBLISHING 
241)4#//' 
April- DOA, Lycae
May - Manotti, Racket
May - Patrick Michael 
Finn, Le martyr de Susie 
Kosasovich
June - Benoit Philipon, 
Mamie Luger
September - Sylvain 
Kermici, Requiem pour 
Miranda
October - Susie Steiner, 
Présumée disparue
October - Jedidiah Ayres, 
Fierce Bitches (tp)
November - Patrick 
Delperdange, L’éternité ne 
nous appartient pas 

Why EquinoX at  
Les Arènes? 

The noir novel is unique 
way of writing about the 
world around us – and for us 
to see it up close. The likes 
of XXI and 6Mois which 
bring us “the 21st century in 
pictures”, comics  and new 
kinds of reportage are with 
us to stay. At Les Arènes, 
we believe that books 
and reading influence 
and enrich readers of all 
ages, from all walks of 
life. Our vision flies in the 
face of accepted literary 
conventions, cover designs 
and that elitism which tells 
the reader: “This not for 
you”. Noir novelists reach 
millions of readers because 
they are popular, subversive 
and universal. 

��Ɲ�'37+01:��#�0'9�01+4�(+%6+10�5'4+'5
Sylvain Kermici’s Requiem for Miranda revisits 
the classic theme of the serial killer, or American 
writer Patrick Michael Finn’s A Martyr for Susie 
Kosasovich a day in the life of a gang of neglected 
kids in a small, forgotten industrial town. 

A universal dimension

 The equinox is defined as being that pecu-
liar moment when day equals night; when black 
equals white. Our mission with EquinoX is to 
emphasise the universal dimension of what is 
often considered to be genre literature. EquinoX 
will bring together popular novels that transcend 
genre with flair and mastery (DOA, Manotti, but 
also the English author Susie Steiner, whose first 
psychological thriller, Présumée disparue, sold 
over 200,000 copies in the UK), as well as more 
avant-garde fiction, (Kermici’s novel, or two 
American novellas by Patrick Michael Finn and 
Jedidiah Ayres). The collection will be the home 
of those diverse, political and aesthetic visions 
that inspire the noir novel.

Vive le polar français! 

 EquinoX will be given impetus and a 
distinct edge by Aurélien Masson from La Série 
noire. Unlike existing crime & thriller imprints, 
75% of the list will be French. After all, there are 
French, Belgian, Swiss, Quebecois and other 
French-speaking authors scattered across the 
francophone world. The occasional American 
novel will feature. Because how could a noir 
imprint be created without including writers 
from its birthplace?  The presence of English-lan-
guage authors will be the result of unexpected 
encounters and a shared vision. 

Scratch where it hurts 

 The term “noir” brings together fictions 
anchored in reality that reveal what lies beneath 
the surface. The first books published by EquinoX 
encompass different environments like gaping 
wounds which, once experienced, affect our inter-
pretation of the world around us. The violence ende-
mic in contemporary societies is seen through the 
prism of SM (DOA, Lycae), economic corruption 
and the American collusion between Intelligence 
and industrial services. It becomes clear that since 
the end of World War Two, the United States has 
lost the majority of its armed conflicts, but not its 
commercial market (Dominique Manotti, Racket). 
We get to grips with the emancipation of women in 
France during the 20th century through the biting 
portrait of a centenarian in the Auvergne who, it 
turns out, has been hiding more than a few hun-
dred corpses in the cellar of her house (Benoit Phi-
lipon, Mamie Luger).
In other words: unstable mental states, madness 
and the consequences of delirious and potentially 
murderous impulses. 69
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The Sound of Swinging
After L’homme-joie (The joy-man, 2012, 
100,000 copies), Christian Bobin returns  
to l’Iconoclaste. 
CHRISTIAN BOBIN

Infos:
PAGES 112

PUBLICATION 

August 2017

KEY POINTS:
› A master of poetic 
prose.
› The awaited come-
back of Christian Bobin 
after L’homme-joie 
(100,000 copies).

The authors: 

Christian Bobin was 
born in 1951 in Burgundy, 
eastern France. He has 
published fifty books 
each of which makes 
more sense alongside the 
others, like fragments of a 
single puzzle. This oeuvre, 
inviting us to slow down, 
to appreciate simplicity, 
is superbly relevant today 
more than ever. 

LICENSED IN
Spanish (La Cama Sol).

A book of letters
 This is a rare breed of author: Christian 
Bobin lives only on what his writing earns him, from 
his house deep in the forest. There he has no mobile 
phone, no email. To communicate, Bobin writes by 
hand. For the first time he has written a book made 
up entirely of letters. Each one is precious. They are 
addressed in turn to his mother, to a simple bowl, 
to a cloud, to a friend, to a sonata. In this book, the 
letter is a place for the personal and the everyday, 
the anteroom to the writer’s universe where he, the 
alchemist, transfigures the everyday into gold. The 
creaking sound of a swing accompanies each ins-
tant and refracts it into so many luminous rays. 

A self-portrait in absence 
 As he did with Le Très-Bas (Gallimard, 
200,000 copies), a personal and tender portrait of 
Saint Francis of Assisi, Bobin wrote The Sound of 
Swinging in tribute to Ryokan Taigu, the 19th-cen-
tury Japanese monk, poet and hermit, who sur-
vived on charity and on his reading. We see the 
monk recast as the author’s spiritual brother. Upon 
discovering his writing, Bobin finds a mirror image 
to himself, to whole passages of his life. 

*CPFYTKVVGP�/CPWUETKRV 
 ‘Then it’s true that from now on we’ll no 
longer see handwritten texts, the end of the dance 
of the human hand, everywhere, truly?’ This book 
is a gesture of resistance. Wedded to the origins of 
writing, to its materiality in a world dominated by 
abstraction, around and through the printed text we 
encounter Bobin’s handwritten account. The sound 
of the swing turns the rules upside down. 
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Neverland
A narrative which resonates  
with the poignancy of childhood. 
TIMOTHÉE DE FOMBELLE

Infos:
PAGES 128

PUBLICATION 

August 2017

KEY POINTS:
› A powerful text, 
reminiscent of Saint-
Exupéry or James 
Barrie.
› The first foray into 
adult literature of a star 
of young adult fiction.

The authors: 

Timothée de Fombelle 
is 44 years old. A 
playwright and a 
leading novelist for 
young adults, his books 
are global best-sellers. 

Capturing childhood
 One of a handful of highly successful 
young adult novelists, Timothée de Fombelle has 
taken a first step towards writing for adults. With 
the onset of middle age, he has embarked on the 
difficult task of “capturing childhood” that is 
like “a fine sand which is more evanescent than a 
cloud”. 

A dreamy read
 One winter night, he leaves the city to 
return to the riverside: the land from whence 
he came, and the starting point for his time 
machine. He rediscovers the child he once was, 
in his entirety. Neverland is a many-layered book, 
encompassing adventure, dreams and memories, 
in which the grasshoppers are giant-sized and 
fairies hide in the curtains. The author’s power of 
evocation is such that he finds that secret passage 
to the lost country of childhood which each of us 
carries within ourselves. 

An event of la rentrée littéraire
 Timothée de Fombelle, described by Erik 
Orsenna as being like “Jules Verne – unhinged” is 
possessed. His writing reflects his vibrant, feve-
rish imagination. It contains the quixotic passion 
that imbues his young adult novels. 
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 ̀I Vow to Take  
Spectacular Revenge ́
A manifesto for literature.
VALENTINE GOBY

Infos:
PAGES 192

PUBLICATION 

August 2017

KEY POINTS:
› The portrait of a 
strong woman.
› Literature 
transcending time 
through Valentine 
Goby’s work.

The author: 

Born in 1974, Valentine 
Goby is a novelist and 
literature teacher. For 
the last fifteen years she 
has been writing books 
for adults and young 
people. In 2014 she 
received twelve prizes 
for Kinderzimmer 
(published by Actes 
Sud), among them the 
Prix des Libraires. 
Passionate about history 
and its communication, 
Goby explores literature 
through the realm of 
memory. 

Resistance, heroine, lover, exile, poet
 Valentine Goby is one of the best regarded 
authors of her generation. This book is the very 
personal account of her engagement with Char-
lotte Delbo. Heroine of the French Resistance, 
lover, exile and poet, Delbo left behind an exqui-
site body of work. Goby came recently to Delbo’s 
writing, discovering it while researching her 
novel Kinderzimmer, about the nursery at Ravens-
brück camp. It was a revelation: Delbo’s intensity 
moved her profoundly. Goby plunged deep into 
Delbo’s writing, and then into her archives. She 
has tried to comprehend the originality of this 
singular voice amidst the mass of collective tes-
timony from concentration camp survivors and 
to understand the impulse that informed Delbo’s 
writing.

Writing to save your life
 I Vow to Take Spectacular Revenge is an 
immersion in Charlotte Delbo’s oeuvre. Above all, 
it’s an exploration of the mysterious connection 
between the two authors. First, Valentine Goby dis-
cusses her own relationship with literature, cele-
brating its power, the way it can ‘forge a language 
capable of bringing us back from the dead’. For 
Goby, literature is a place where light can exact a 
‘spectacular revenge’ upon the darkest of shadows. 
The impact of Delbo’s writing similarly arises from 
its evocative power. 
Valentine Goby realises this for herself when she 
reads Delbo to some schoolgirls who aren’t used 
to reading and know nothing about the author. 
The words operate; something changes. Noticing 
the writing’s impact, she hopes ‘that, on closing 
this book, the reader shall have only one desire: 
to read it to others and pass its power on, in turn’. 
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A coming-of-age novel where everything’s 
real, everything’s a dream, 
everything’s a story.
JEAN-BAPTISTE ANDREA

Infos:
PAGES 240

PUBLICATION 

August 2017

KEY POINTS:
› A bright and poetic 
debut novel.
› 6 foreign licenses 
prior to publication!

The author: 

Jean-Baptise Andrea 
was born in 1971 in 
Saint-Germain-en-Laye. 
He is a film director and 
screenwriter. My Queen 
is his first novel.

LICENSED INTO 
German to Suhrkamp, 
Italian to Einaudi, Grek 
to Stereoma, Romanian 
to Trei, Chinese to 
South Booky and 
Korean to OpenBooks.

Pre-empted by 
Folio for the French 
paperback market

Longlisted for the 
Femina Prize

Children of the wind
Vallée de l’Asse. Provence. Summer 1965. 
 He lives in a petrol station with his parents. 
Not many cars pass by. What he likes is refilling 
tanks and polishing the Bakelite phone until it 
shines “like fresh tarmac.” He’s stopped going to 
school. Shell is different. Then comes the fateful 
day when a cigarette changes everything, when 
Shell sets fire to the scrubland. His parents want 
to send him to a special institution. He climbs the 
zig-zagging path behind the station, but when he 
gets to the top there’s nothing but the smell of the 
scrubland and the echo of silence. 
The first morning a shadow appears in front of 
him, as though carried in on the breeze. It’s a 
wind girl who asks him to call her “My Queen”. It’s 
Viviane, and with her, life’s a game. The mountain 
plain is their playground. He throws himself into 
life with Viviane, much like throwing himself off 
a cliff, and decides to obey his queen’s wishes. Out 
of love. Out of playfulness. Out of recklessness. 

A novel bridging dreams and reality
 My Queen is an ode to imagination, child-
hood and eccentricity. Amidst his landscapes of 
forgotten valleys and infinite plains reminiscent 
of Jean Giono, Jean-Baptiste Andrea creates a cast 
of wacky, abnormal characters; or rather, perfec-
tly normal beings in a world of inverted values.

The birth of a writer
 Jean-Baptiste Andrea’s brilliant and 
instinctive writing offers a text from a child’s 
perspective. His experience as a film director is 
evident in his use of striking images. My Queen 
is a visual text with echoes of fauvism, a cinema-
tographic novel whose images linger long after 
reading. 
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Crime in a million little pieces
Behind the scene of the French Court of 
Justice, by two of the best legal affairs 
correspondents writing in the  
French press today.
STÉPHANE DURAND-SOUFFLAND & PASCAL ROBERT-DIARD

Infos:
PAGES 400

PUBLICATION 

January 2018

KEY POINTS:
› True crime which 
reads like a thriller. 
› Satisfies the 
unquenchable 
appetite of the general 
public for crime and 
misdemeanours. 

The author: 

Pascale Robert-
Diard is legal affairs 
correspondent for Le 
Monde. In 2004, she 
was awarded the prix 
Louis-Hachette for her 
reporting of the Elf 
trial. Her first novel, 
La déposition (2016, 
L’Iconoclaste), will be 
published in Italy by 
Einaudi and in Germany 
by Szolnay. It is being 
adapted into audiovisual 
formats.

Stéphane Durand-
Souffland has been 
the legal affairs 
correspondent for Le 
Figaro since 2001. He is 
the author of Les Frissons 
d’Assises. L’instant où le 
procès bascule (Denoël, 
2011), Disparition d’une 
femme, L’Affaire Viguier 
(L’Olivier, 2011) and Bête 
noire with Eric Dupont-
Moretti (Michel Lafon, 
2012).

The court of souls 
 The Crown Court is a theatre where 
extremes are played out. It is a confined space, 
heaving with emotions; and a headlong dive into 
dysfunctional lives. The authors extract the best 
of these dramas: summaries, digests, gripping 
head to heads, and tales of deprivation. Not even 
a twitch of the eye or a subterfuge escapes our 
two chroniclers. Naïve lovers rub shoulders with 
hardened thugs. The banter of the accused is in 
counterpoint to the eloquence of the barristers. 
Their ripostes are like the dialogue in a Jacques 
Audiard film.  

As gripping as a thriller
 The scorn of the judges for those who do 
not speak their language is also evident. We see 
how the jurors are only too aware of their great 
responsibility in judging their fellow beings. 
The audience that is present – of which we are a 
part – craves revenge and has little compassion. 
We recognise ourselves among those ordinary 
citizens, our fellow-men, whose lives have gone 
off the rails. We cry and laugh... we  feel anger, 
disgust or empathy. Every scene that is described, 
each narrative made up of a million little pieces, 
is pure emotion. Unadorned life is lies before us. 
Justice strips bare even those who have nothing 
to hide.
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                   Pascale Robert-Diard 

Trahison,mort,
passion,drames

ICI, TOUT EST VRAI

Sur les bancs du palais de Justice
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Existential questions which children can grasp  
MARIE-AGNÈS GAUDRAT & CARME SOLE VENDRELL

 Presented by Christophe André, a book 
which contains simple and universal questions rela-
ting to the meaning of life. “What makes us happy? 
Turning our backs on unfamiliar things? Or being 
curious about how they taste? Pretending to be 
someone we are not? Or being ourselves with peace 
of mind?” With colourful and vibrant images, here 
is an invitation to enjoy life and to be altruistic. 

BRUNE AND ROSE
An unconventional and piquant tale, to make any 
child restless and ready for adventure  
MIJO BECCARIA AND NICOLE CLAVELOUX

 Brune and Rose are two princesses, utterly 
unbearable, insolent, disobedient, fearless, curious, 
impertinent and cheeky. They multiply their 
mischievous actions and do precisely whatever they 
feel like. One day, they sneak out of the chateau and 
take off to discover the wide world. 

6*'�#4)7/'06
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A made-up story-where everything is true 
ALAIN LABOILE AND VICTORIA SCOFFIER

 Nil and her cat Matou Cachou are the best 
friends in the world. Outside, they live a thousand 
and one adventures. And then, one day they have a 
quarrel. The little girl and the cat will have to learn 
how to live without one another. Fortunately, quar-
rels never last very long. 
Rich in emotion, Alain Laboile’s photographs 
convey the image of a wild and unfettered but very 
real childhood. The children of these images are 
his own, the photos never posed but always spon-
taneous.

6*'�2+)�(#/+.;�
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A gift book, for all children and their parents  
A GIFT BOOK, FOR ALL CHILDREN AND THEIR PARENTS!  

 La Famille cochon, the iconic series of stories 
featured in Bayard’s Les Belles histoires de Pomme 
d’Api and subsequently republished in album and in 
paperback, has sold over 200,000 copies. Gathered 
here for the first time in its entirety, the collection 
has not aged in the least.
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Das geheime Leben 
der Bäume
PETER WOHLLEBEN

Das geheimnisvolle 
Leben der Pilze
ROBERT HOFRICHTER

Heal Thy Self
SAKI SANTORELLI

Every word is a bird 
we teach to sing
DANIEL TAMMET

Good night stories  
for rebel girls
ELENA FAVILLI ET  
FRANCESCA CAVALLO

The Better Angels Of 
Our Nature
STEVEN PINKER

MBSR everyday
ELISHA GOLDSTEIN 
ET BOB STAHL

En as-tu vraiment besoin?
PIERRE-YVES MCSWEEN

7PFKUENQUGF�ƂNGU� 
of the police
BERNARD WHALEN, PHILIP MESSING 
AND ROBERT MLADINICH 

Endurance
SCOTT KELLY

Where the animals go
JAMES CHESHIRE ET 
OLIVER UBERTI
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